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THE
DECEIVERS
As a spin bowler for the England cricket team Phil Edmonds won a reputation
for deception and guile. He and his business partner Andrew Groves put those
skills to use on the stock market, fleecing millions from investors as they carved
out an African business empire with bribery and dirty tricks.

Philippe-Henri Edmonds was one of England’s most brilliant and
controversial cricketers. Andrew Groves was the hard-talking son of
a Zimbabwean policeman. Together they developed a near-infallible
system for gaming the stock market.
A Global Witness investigation reveals how, with the help of secrecy laws in tax havens like the British Virgin Islands and the services
of a top London lawyer, Edmonds and Groves crafted intricate
insider deals to skim off millions of dollars of investors’ funds. They
floated a string of companies on the Alternative Investment Market
(AIM)—the barely regulated little brother of the London Stock Exchange—and set out to fill them with African assets, bribing officials
as their agents intimidated rivals.
Hailed in the industry press as “resource rock stars with the Midas
touch”, Edmonds and Groves had investors clamouring for a cut.
US hedge fund Harbinger Capital Partners pumped $100 million into
their ventures, apparently ignoring suspicious deals. But others saw
a darker side of the Edmonds-Groves business model. Their security
men spied and hacked—leaving some in fear of their lives.
Global Witness drew on leaked emails and internal company files
to map out Edmonds and Groves’ dealings, authenticating material
with other sources and analysing meta-data on the messages. The
document cache includes a spreadsheet listing bribes to top
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Liberian officials, messages orchestrating stock market scams
through offshore companies, and a forensic report detailing their
security agent’s hacking operations.
“Mr Edmonds and Mr Groves deny any allegations of wrongdoing,”
they said in a joint response to questions, telling Global Witness that
they are “committed to ensuring that all their business is conducted
in a responsible and ethical manner”. They “are very proud of what
they have achieved in business in Africa” and “feel very privileged
to have been involved in so many ventures which were designed to
develop business and industry across the continent”, according to
the letter.
No one at Harbinger was aware of any improper payments or transactions, a spokesman for the fund said.
Edmonds and Groves are no strangers to controversy. In 2005, they
set off a stock market bubble after their company White Nile negotiated an oil deal with rebels in war-torn Sudan. “White Nile fever” raged
on London’s AIM exchange, ending with a crash when it turned out
the block they claimed already belonged to oil major Total. Three
years later, their AIM-listed mining firm Camec lent $100 million to
Robert Mugabe’s regime on the eve of his victory in a crooked and
violent election.
But markets have short memories and by 2009 Edmonds and
Groves were back, selling Camec for just short of a billion dollars.
African Potash, one of the businesses they floated on AIM and where
Groves still holds shares, boasts two former UK government ministers,
Peter Hain and Mark Simmonds, among its directors.
Groves is currently an executive at three of the companies he and
Edmonds have listed together on AIM: Sable Mining Africa, Atlas Development and Support, and Agriterra. Edmonds has gradually cut his
ties with the duo’s stock market ventures. He resigned from Agriterra
on 22 April—the same day he wrote to Global Witness in response to
allegations raised in this report. There was no connection, he said.
AIM’s 1,000-plus companies have a combined value of £71 billion,
much of which comes from ordinary UK investors and pension funds.
The exchange’s reputation for lax oversight has seen it labelled as a
“casino” by a senior US regulator and the exchange has been dogged
by a series of scandals. Anonymously owned offshore companies are
at the heart of the problem.
Global Witness’s findings show just how easily corporate secrecy
can be exploited to undermine the system. Hiding behind anonymous
firms registered in tax havens, Edmonds and Groves carried off a
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Phil Edmonds (right) and Andrew Groves at their office in Mayfair.

Edmonds and Groves carried off a
multi-million-dollar heist on their own
shareholders, funnelling profits into
offshore trusts

When Kenneth Kaunda, an old family friend, became president on
independence in 1964, Douglas Edmonds hoped his fortunes would
turn. Instead he found the country’s first black leader giving all the
best contracts to former enemies.
“My old man went to Kaunda once and asked him what was going
on,” Edmonds recalled. “And the response was: ‘Well, we take you
for granted. You’re one of us. But these others—we need to keep
them happy.’”

‘EXPEDIENCY RULES’
multi-million-dollar heist on their own shareholders, funnelling
profits into offshore trusts supposedly for the benefit of family
members—a ruse they say kept the deals legal.
When the law got in their way in Liberia, they paid bribes to
change it. In neighbouring Guinea, AIM-listed Sable Mining’s flagship project has put a World Heritage Site under threat.

‘UNBRIDLED AGGRESSION’
Phil Edmonds was “the most difficult player I have had to captain”,
according to Mike Brearley, who led the England cricket team for
much of the spin bowler’s career—but he was also one of the most
brilliant. A combination of brains, talent and unbridled aggression
made him feared by batsmen the world over in the late 70s and 80s,
and many saw him as Brearley’s obvious successor.
It was a role Edmonds, a natural leader, craved. Were it not for
his inability to get on with Brearley—and almost everyone else—he
might have achieved it.
“Get off my fucking back, Brearley, or I’ll fucking fix you,” he told
his captain in a spat about tactics, wrote Simon Barnes, whose
1986 authorised biography ‘A Singular Man’ is a study of Edmonds’
curious blend of naivety and cynicism.
Naivety, Barnes says, in not foreseeing the consequences of the
outburst, which irreparably damaged his career. The cynicism was
from Edmonds’ upbringing in Northern Rhodesia, modern-day
Zambia, where his father actively supported leading black politicians in the years leading to independence. “It is because of my
father’s idealism that I became a cynic,” he told Barnes.
“The family became known as ‘the kaffirboeties’—the black-lovers,” said Edmonds, now 65. “When we went to school, inevitably, there were plenty of fights.” The white authorities forced his
father’s soft-drinks business into liquidation.

Edmonds took the lesson with him: first to Cambridge University,
then to cricket and, soon after, to the City.
“Expediency is what rules,” he told Barnes. “Not nice liberal ideas.” It was a philosophy that would match him perfectly with
Andrew Groves.
Much less is known of Groves than of his more famous business
partner. But in a year-long investigation in which Global Witness
spoke to people who have dealt with him all over Africa, two things
stood out: he can be very charismatic and equally frightening.
Born in Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) in 1968, where his father
served with the police either side of independence, Groves later
settled in a seaside mansion in southern England, developing a taste
for expensive cars and, as his partnership with Edmonds flourished,
private jets. One photo shows him grinning, arms folded, reclining
on a new aircraft’s white leather seats.
“Andrew’s very charming,” says Vivek Solanki, a doctor who became entangled with Groves through a deal to build African
hospitals. “The guy can sell ice to Eskimos.” But the charm could
rapidly evaporate.
Several people who spoke about him requested anonymity because they feared violence. Enemies received visits from the police
and an old school friend, Wayne Stoltz, whose “security” work for
Groves encompassed hacking and intimidation. One former business partner was contacted by an ex-convict claiming he had been
hired by Stoltz to “destroy” him.
“If you play straight with Andrew Groves then he plays straight
with you,” Stoltz told Global Witness. “When people steal from him
he gets upset.”
Groves’ hard-nosed tactics and Edmonds’ polished sales pitch
were a lucrative combination. Global Witness’s report reveals the
dirty tricks behind one of the stock market’s most feted double acts.
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1

THE
SPIN

Starting in 2002, Edmonds and Groves listed nine companies on the Alternative
Investment Market, London’s barely regulated junior stock exchange. They soon
developed a dazzling array of tactics to bleed investors’ funds.
Phil Edmonds has had two careers: first as a sportsman, then as a
mining baron—both built on spin.
“Edmonds is constantly trying to persuade a batsman to expect
one kind of delivery and then confound him with another,” wrote
Simon Barnes of the cricketer’s slow left-arm bowling in a 1986
authorised biography. “It is a game like paper-scissors-stone, a
matter of bluff and counter-bluff.”
Sporting guile was never quite enough for Edmonds and even in
his playing days he could be overheard negotiating property deals
on the Lord’s dressing room payphone. Business deals gave him
the same buzz as cricket, he told a BBC radio interviewer the same
year. Asked what one thing he would take to a desert island, he
opted for a humidor packed with “the most magnificent handmade cigars in the world”.
Ordinary investors had no way of knowing that Edmonds and
Groves were on both sides of the deal.
To pay for his cigars—and much besides—Edmonds deployed
his spinner’s arts in business. Quickly he learned that to make
money in mining, you didn’t need profitable mining operations—
just investors.
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Edmonds would wear a cricket blazer to business meetings. “It helps break
the ice.”
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In partnership with Andrew Groves he listed nine companies on
AIM, a junior market set up by the London Stock Exchange in 1995 to
allow smaller companies to raise funds (see box below). Almost always, Edmonds-Groves companies made huge losses. That scarcely
mattered: with investors focused on short-term movements in the
stock, they talked up share prices and siphoned off the cash.

‘MANAGEMENT FEES’
When it came to convincing big investors to buy in, Edmonds was
key. London’s Square Mile was full of cricket fans eager for a chat
with the former England star and with his move to the City, the spin
bowler drifted effortlessly from one bastion of the British establishment to another.
“Through cricket I have had so many opportunities to travel and
make powerful contacts,” he told his biographer, explaining that he
would usually wear a cricket blazer to meetings in the City. “It helps
to break the ice.”
As Edmonds and Groves learned to navigate the City, they developed a repertoire of techniques for bleeding their stock market ventures. Clever lawyers, offshore secrecy havens and the AIM market’s
almost total lack of regulation helped them get away with it.
Some of the tactics were perfectly legal. They paid themselves
substantial salaries—more than $10 million in wages from 2002 to
2015. In 2014 they took home over $1.3 million between them, while
the four of their companies trading on AIM at the time lost more
than $60 million combined.
Next came the service charges. Between 2010 and 2015, Edmonds
and Groves’ AIM-listed companies paid more than $5 million dollars
in “management fees” to Ocelot Investment Group — a company
“controlled by Andrew Groves”, according to stock exchange filings.
Like the salaries, the fees were legal. That didn’t make them a good
deal for investors.
“You think this will fly with the shareholders?!” Vivek Solanki,
their partner in African Medical Investments, wrote to the duo in
April 2010 when he found out that management charges had all but
wiped out the year’s profit. “This is going to look ridiculous.”
Then there was the rent. Edmonds and Groves have said they
earn nothing from their headquarters building at 18 Park Street in
London’s exclusive Mayfair district. They get a rental income from
the property— £345,000 in 2008—but say they pass the full amount
on to the building’s ultimate owner, Mirabella Properties Ltd, registered in the British Virgin Islands.
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Business deals gave him the same buzz as cricket, Edmonds told a radio interviewer at the height of his cricket career.

The limited documentation on Mirabella suggests its ultimate
owners are Edmonds and Groves themselves: 18 Park Street was
used as security on a loan from Butterfield Bank—the same bank
used by at least one of Edmonds and Groves’ AIM-listed companies.
The managing agent for the property, Cyril Leonard, also looked
after Edmonds’ family home in Notting Hill.
There was also Ely Place Nominees. Between 2002 and 2010, the
tiny company owned by the duo’s lawyer quietly sold off shares in
their listed companies worth more than £200 million. It’s not clear
where the money went—but there is evidence to link Ely Place with
Edmonds and Groves.
Ely Place has had many clients and “on rare occasions the beneficiaries of sales may have been Mr Edmonds and/or Mr Groves”, their
lawyer Philip Enoch wrote to Global Witness.

CASH SHELLS
As the pair launched company after company, a pattern emerged.
Their businesses almost always began as ‘cash shells’—empty corporate vehicles floated on the AIM exchange that can later be filled
with assets.
Cash shells can be a legitimate way for companies with meagre
resources to raise money for acquisitions. Shareholders who fund
them aren’t investing in a specific project so much as betting on the
owners’ reputation and ability to generate a return. For Edmonds
and Groves, it was an opportunity to drain funds from investors.
The duo listed seven shells on AIM between 2002 and 2013. Each
time, they said the newly listed company was on the look-out for
profitable businesses to buy.
That wasn’t the whole truth. Telling the markets they were looking for investments that made sense in purely economic terms, they
were also lining up sweetheart deals with friends and cronies.
Central African Gold agreed it first acquisition less than two
months after its 2004 listing, signing a deal to buy Golden Tau
Mining, a small firm eyeing gold mines in Botswana. “We listed on

AIM in April and raised funds specifically for the purpose of securing
acquisitions in this area,” Central African Gold director Roy Pitchford
said in a stock exchange filing—omitting to tell the market that one
of Golden Tau’s founding directors was Pitchford himself.

DEALS FOR FRIENDS
African Medical did its first—and only—major deal with Vivek Solanki, Edmonds and Groves’ personal physician. And African Oilfield
Logistics’ first investment, six weeks after listing, was in a firm run
by Michael Pelham, a director of Edmonds and Groves’ South Sudan
oil company, White Nile, and its successor, Agriterra.
BioEnergy Africa—later renamed Sable Mining—also struck its first
deal close to home. It bought a Mozambican sugar cane company,
ProCana, two weeks before listing in 2008. The sellers included
Edmonds and Groves’ AIM-listed Camec and African Medical director
Corne Holtzhausen was already a shareholder.
It isn’t illegal to do deals with friends. But at African Medical, it
was just this type of cosy arrangement that was used to rip off shareholders: more than the rent, the management fees and the cronyism, it was secret insider deals that were bleeding away investors’
funds.

LUCRATIVE SWINDLE
Again and again, Edmonds and Groves used shareholders’ money
to buy assets—a building in Mozambique, a hospital business in
Zimbabwe or a jet aircraft—by acquiring shadowy shell companies in
offshore havens like Mauritius and the British Virgin Islands.
Hiding behind corporate secrecy, they sold assets they already
controlled to their own AIM-listed companies at inflated prices. They
never declared their secret ownership—and ordinary investors had
no way of knowing that the duo were on both sides of the deal.
It was a lucrative swindle. The Mozambique property deal alone
netted Edmonds and Groves’ family trusts more than a million dollars each in cash and shares. The hospitals transaction was designed
7

to cream off shares worth $1.2 million—and it looks like Groves got
at least $1.2 million more from the jet.
And those are just the ones we know about. Global Witness has
found five other transactions that have the signs of insider transactions (see Chapter Five: The Heist). Secrecy havens and the market’s
relaxed regulations made it easy for Edmonds and Groves to conceal
their interests and fleece their listed companies with impunity.
At AIM-listed African Medical, Edmonds and Groves’ fees and
schemes were crippling what should have been a profitable enterprise. The biggest investor, Harbinger Capital, had a seat on the
company’s board during one of the scams. It put $38 million into
African Medical. Why didn’t it raise the alarm?
Part of the explanation could be that Harbinger—a hedge fund run
by billionaire Philip Falcone, who in 2013 paid $18 million to settle
fraud charges in the US—was also pumping $58 million into another
Edmonds-Groves company, Sable Mining. With so much at stake,
Harbinger may not have wanted to rock the boat. But why didn’t the
authorities notice?

‘A FRONT AND AN AFFRONT’
Maybe because no one was looking. AIM is so lightly policed that it’s
sometimes known as the “unregulated stock market”. The UK Listing
Authority, which monitors the main exchange, has no jurisdiction
there.
AIM Regulation, the exchange’s oversight body, isn’t independent
either: it's controlled by AIM’s owners, the privately run London
Stock Exchange Group. And in a glaring conflict of interest, the lawyers, stockbrokers and banks that earn fees from companies they
bring to market—known as nominated advisers, or Nomads—are
entrusted with the role of watchdogs.
The result has been scandal after scandal. AIM Regulation “is just
a sham designed to lure investors into a false belief that the LSE’s
junior market is policed”, wrote Nigel Somerville, a commentator
at the finance website Share Prophets, in August 2015. “It is a front,
and an affront.”
Of course, not all of Edmonds and Groves’ corrupt deals were sophisticated market scams. In Liberia, they advanced their business
with old-fashioned bribery.

©Global Witness

Edmonds and Groves’ Mayfair headquarters is owned by a company
registered in the British Virgin Islands.
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AIM’S PROBLEMS WITH
ANONYMOUS COMPANIES
London’s Alternative Investment Market has seen so many
disasters over its 20-year history that when a senior stock
market official in the US called it a “casino”, the jibe stuck.
Secrecy over company ownership is often at the heart of
AIM’s scandals. Yet regulators and law enforcement have
taken little action.
In October 2015, shares in one of AIM’s most highly traded
companies, software developer Globo, plummeted and it
was forced off the exchange after it emerged the company
had set up dozens of fake clients and suppliers in secrecy
jurisdictions including Panama and Cyprus.
The UK’s Financial Reporting Council, which monitors
accounting standards, is investigating Globo’s auditors. But
law enforcement and regulators have been widely criticised
for doing too little too late over AIM’s miscreants. In 2009,
the Financial Services Authority dropped an investigation
into Regal Petroleum, accused of exaggerating supposed
oil finds, saying the case was being dealt with by AIM’s own
Disciplinary Committee. Regal escaped with a £600,000
fine, a record for the exchange that pales in comparison
with the money the company raised following the dubious
announcements—more than £100 million.
Regal founder Frank Timis made the news again in 2014
when he personally authorised a $50 million payment from
his AIM-listed African Minerals to a shell company in Cyprus
in which he owned a secret stake, according to affidavits
from a former company executive and an investor. (An internal investigation commissioned by African Minerals “neither
proved nor disproved” the allegations.) More trouble the
following year forced African Minerals into administration,
completely wiping out what was once AIM’s biggest company, valued at more than £2 billion at its peak.
The list goes on. Quindell, an insurance claims manager
and another AIM giant, lost more than three-quarters of its
value after reports of questionable accounting practices in
2014. And Langbar International collapsed in 2011 after the
AIM-listed firm vaunted £370 million of bank deposits that
turned out not to exist. The Guardian called it “one of the
most audacious, meticulously planned heists ever to take
place in Britain”.
Supporters say AIM, with more than 1,000 listed companies worth a combined £71 billion, is flourishing. But
the news hasn’t been so good for investors—59 per cent of
whom are individuals, and the rest institutional investors
which invest on behalf of pension funds and savers’ ISA accounts. Research for the Financial Times in 2015 found that
shareholders would have lost money on 72 per cent of all
the companies ever listed on AIM, with 30 per cent of cases
yielding losses of more than 95 per cent.
There are various theories to explain AIM’s poor performance. The junior market tends to get swept up in fads,
from the dotcom boom to overseas property, while the
heavy presence of oil and mining companies makes it
vulnerable to commodity price swings. AIM’s defenders say
canny speculators can still make a fortune on choice stocks.
“We’ve got absolutely the right regulatory framework,” the
head of AIM, Marcus Stuttard, has said. But a tidal wave of
scandals suggests fraud and a lack of oversight are a big part
of the problem.
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2 THE BRIBES
LIBERIA:

Edmonds and Groves came to West Africa in 2010, hungry for iron ore. When
the country’s public procurement law interfered with their plans, they set out to
change it. Leaked documents show how their London-listed Sable Mining spent
hundreds of thousands of dollars bribing top officials. Behind the scheme was
the chairman of Liberia’s ruling party, who doubled as Sable’s lawyer.
When Sable Mining arrived in Liberia in early 2010, almost all of the
country’s most valuable iron ore fields had already been parcelled
out. Just one prize asset remained. Andrew Groves was prepared to
do anything to get it.
“Groves became obsessed with Wologizi Mountain,” an unmined
range thought to contain a billion tonnes of ore, said one former
colleague. In his quest for mineral riches, Groves turned to Varney
Sherman, Liberia’s best-connected lawyer.
Sherman works out of a two-storey pink villa in downtown
Monrovia between the Royal Grand Hotel favoured by international
corporations, and Vicky’s Fingers café, where locals eat chargrilled
fish and plantain on the street. During 2010, Sable executives shared
his offices as they drew up their battle plan for Wologizi.
One obstacle stood in their way. Wologizi had been earmarked for
public tender—and in an open auction a smaller company like Sable
might easily find itself outbid. But Sherman had a plan: if he could
engineer a change in the law, they could circumvent the process. It
would mean bribing a lot of people. He drew up a list, according to
a source with knowledge of the company, and Sable’s London attorneys started transferring the cash.
By August 2010 Sable had paid out more than $200,000 earmarked
for some of the most powerful people in Liberia: the speakers of both
houses of parliament, senators, ministerial aides and at least one
minister. The payments are listed in a cache of documents leaked
to Global Witness, including a spreadsheet from Sherman’s law firm
listing many of the biggest sums. Alongside the bribes, thousands
more went on entertaining the president’s son, the documents show.
“If your allegations are correct, none of these actions were carried
out with the knowledge of the board,” Edmonds and Groves told
Global Witness in a letter—though the documents show that the
bribe spreadsheet was emailed directly to board member and chief
executive Andrew Groves.
Sable said it conducts its business “in a responsible and ethical
manner”. It said it had conducted a review into the payments in
2011. No evidence implicating the board was found, it said, and
financial controls were tightened as a result. The payments were
made by Delta Mining, in which Sable had only a minority interest,
the company said. But by the time the bribe payments started Sable
had already signed agreements to take control of the company, and
the payments came from Sable’s account not Delta’s, the spreadsheet shows.
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Sherman said by telephone that he had made payments on behalf
of Sable but couldn’t comment because they were confidential.
For the Liberian lawyer, it was more than just a job for a client:
he had ambitions of his own. Sable paid hundreds of thousands of
dollars to fund the convention that saw him elected chairman of the
ruling party. Another donation helped him push out a party rival. In
the end, Groves’ bribe-fuelled obsession would come to nothing. But
Sherman would be sitting pretty.

‘A NATIONAL CANCER’
“Corruption is a national cancer that creates hostility, distrust, and
anger,” President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf said when she became Liberian president in 2005, pledging a war on graft to resurrect a nation
destroyed by 14 years of civil war.
No one seems to have told Edmonds and Groves. Their London-listed company Sable got into Liberia in early 2010 with its deal
to buy into South Africa’s Delta Mining . The purchase was backed by
more than £60 million in cash from US hedge funds and investment
banks, over half of it from Philip Falcone’s Harbinger Capital.
Delta had a controversial history in Liberia. In 2008, it had missed
out on one of Liberia’s biggest iron ore concessions, the Western
Cluster, after its winning bid was disqualified amid bribery allegations. But in a closed-door meeting at the presidential mansion,
Delta had struck a deal with the government. Officially cleared of
corruption, Delta and its new shareholder Sable were now convinced
that they could get Wologizi instead.
Big miners like Australia’s BHP Billiton had already done early
work at Wologizi, widely considered the country’s richest unattributed iron ore concession, though they had never got beyond the
exploration stage. Now, with commodity prices at record levels, it
was bound to be snapped up. Sable shouldn’t risk bidding in an
open tender, Sherman told them.
Fortunately for Edmonds and Groves, a new Public Procurement
and Concessions Act was on its way through parliament. By bribing
the right people Sable could get a loophole inserted allowing it to
win the mountain without a tender, said Sherman, according to a
person familiar with the scheme. The spreadsheet, listing outflows
from Sable’s client account with his law firm Sherman & Sherman,
give details of the pay-offs.
‘Payment (facilitation) revised PPCC Act’ is the label for one
transfer of $75,000, a transaction marked in other leaked documents
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A waterfront fish market in Buchanan, Liberia’s export terminal for iron ore.

as ‘Consulting fees—A Tyler’. Alex Tyler, speaker of Liberia’s House
of Representatives at the time, helped to get the Sable-friendly
legislation through parliament.
Other outlays on Sherman’s bribe sheet included:
▶▶ $50,000 to Morris Saytumah, a presidential aide and cabinet
minister who was “President Sirleaf’s representative on concession negotiations”, according to a leaked US diplomatic cable
▶▶ $50,000 to Richard Tolbert, a former Wall Street banker who
headed the National Investment Commission—key to granting
licences and setting terms for foreign investors
▶▶ $10,000 to Willie Belleh, chairman of the Public Procurement
and Concessions Commission—responsible for all investment
agreements with the Liberian Government.
The bribe payments, corroborated by internal financial records also
seen by Global Witness, were transferred to Sherman by Sable’s
London law firm Salans. Sable’s internal records list the outlays as
“consultancy fees”, as with the $75,000 payment to Tyler.
Another $20,000 went to the Invincible Eleven, a football club
where Tolbert was president. And a separate document shows half
a million dollars in payments to ‘Bigboy 01’ and ‘Bigboy 02’—whose
identity Global Witness was unable to establish.
Contacted by Global Witness, Tolbert and Belleh denied taking
bribes from Sable. Tolbert acknowledged accepting payments to
the football team. Saytumah and Tyler did not respond to letters
hand-delivered to their offices. Sable’s lawyer, Philip Enoch, said
Salans was acting on the company’s instructions when it transferred the funds to Sherman's law firm and had no reason to
question the payments.
By August 2010, when Sherman emailed the spreadsheet to
Groves, Sable’s Wologizi gambit was at a critical juncture: the Pub-

Sherman had a plan. It would mean
bribing a lot of people. He drew up
a list and Sable’s London attorneys
started transferring the cash
lic Procurement Act was close to being made law and it looked as if
months of painstakingly targeted bribery were about to pay off.
“We finally got the Revised PPCC Act completed,” Belleh wrote to
Sherman on 6 August 2010. “The Minister of Justice and I met with
the President last night and reviewed areas of concern to her. She
approved. The document has been forwarded to the National
Legislature. It is expected to be fast-tracked.”
“This is good news,” wrote Sherman, forwarding Belleh’s email
to Sable.

‘YOU WILL BE MILKED LIKE A COW’
There were hiccups, though. On 7 August, the head of Sable’s Liberian operation, Heine van Niekerk, emailed Sherman with news of a
worrying phone call. It seemed Tyler was unhappy with his $75,000
payment: the Speaker had rung to say that getting the Act through
the Senate would cost “about US$250,000”, van Niekerk told the
lawyer.
Sherman was alarmed that Sable might over-bribe.
“Heine, don’t do that please!” he replied that evening. “You will be
milked like a cow.”
Liberia’s new Procurement Act passed on 16 September 2010,
complete with the new provisions Sable wanted. Article 75 allowed
the mining minister to declare a mining concession as a “non-bidding area”—that is, one that could be handed out without a tender.
11

They shot four animals, including a
gnu, and Sable paid to have them
stuffed, tax invoices show
Meanwhile, Sable’s money was doing more than just changing
the law. Also on Sherman’s spreadsheet are payments with little
obvious connection to Sable and Delta—and much more to do with
the bagman’s personal aspirations within the ruling Unity Party.
A $200,000 payout from Sable’s funds labelled ‘Political contribution—UP convention’ is dated 22 April 2010—less than three
weeks before a Unity Party conference where Sherman was elected
chairman unopposed after his opponents “were persuaded to back
off”, according to a local newspaper.

PARTY GAMES
Sable’s cash was also there to fix things when they went wrong.
At the same convention, Unity Party members elected Henry Fahnbulleh as Secretary General—not the result Sherman wanted. He
publicly demanded Fahnbulleh’s resignation.
“I have no intention of stepping down,” Fahnbulleh told the
press. “The principle is wrong and I am willing to die.”
On 24 June 2010, a payment of $25,000 left Sable’s account with
Sherman & Sherman. It was labelled ‘Political contribution—UP
Secretary General resignation’. Fahnbulleh quit the next day.
In an August 2015 interview in Monrovia, Fahnbulleh told Global
Witness how he suddenly came under huge pressure from traditional elders to step down. “Don’t fight your big brother,” they
told him.
Elsewhere, Sable was pursuing more friends in high places. In
2011, it spent thousands of dollars entertaining Fombah Sirleaf, the
president’s stepson and Liberia’s chief of intelligence. Sable executive Heine van Niekerk took him on an all-expenses-paid hunting

Vicky’s Fingers café, where locals eat chargrilled fish and plantain on the street.

©Global Witness
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trip to South Africa and kitted him out with gear. They shot four
animals, including a gnu, and Sable paid to have them stuffed, tax
invoices show.
Sable later bought Sirleaf a phone and on 12 May 2011 spent
$1,070.87 on him at Twin Bore Agencies, a Johannesburg gun
shop. There is no evidence that Sirleaf provided Sable with any favours, though he was clearly a useful person to know. Van Niekerk
declined to comment for this report.

FALSE PROMISES
Liberia’s procurement act was changed as planned. But did
Edmonds and Groves get what they wanted? The biggest prize,
Wologizi, remained tantalizingly out of reach.
“It seems certain people high up in Liberia had promised it
to various parties from different countries and had not crosschecked,” says one person familiar with the scramble for Liberian
iron ore concessions at the time.
Responding to Global Witness, the Liberian government said
it will “spare no efforts in getting to the bottom of the issue and
bring to justice anyone found culpable”.
Instead of Wologizi, Sable had to make do with three smaller
licences—Timbo, Bopolu and Kpo—and on the London market
where Sable’s shares were traded, Groves did his best to talk up
the assets. But all three turned out to be practically worthless.
That didn’t mean Sable’s efforts were wasted. By 2012 the firm
was touting a new iron asset on London’s Alternative Investment
Market—Mount Nimba, just across the Liberian border in Guinea.
Nimba helped bring fresh investment, including from Credit
Suisse and JP Morgan Chase & Co in the US. But Sable and its
backers knew that the project was unviable without permission to
export ore through Liberia—something that some of Sable’s larger
competitors had tried, and failed, to procure.
In January 2015, the Liberian government signed the export
permit. In London, Sable shares went through the roof.

SABLE MINING:
BRIBES AND QUESTIONABLE
PAYMENTS IN LIBERIA
15 APRIL 2010: $500,000 IN TWO EQUAL PAYMENTS MARKED “BIGBOY 01” AND “BIGBOY 02”.
22 APRIL 2010: $200,000 FOR THE CONVENTION OF THE RULING UNITY PARTY, PAID OUT TO SABLE’S LAWYER VARNEY
SHERMAN. SHERMAN WAS ELECTED CHAIRMAN OF THE PARTY AT THE CONVENTION UNOPPOSED AFTER HIS OPPONENTS
“WERE PERSUADED TO BACK OFF”, ACCORDING TO A LOCAL NEWSPAPER.
23 APRIL 2010: $50,000 FOR RICHARD TOLBERT, CHAIRMAN OF LIBERIA’S NATIONAL INVESTMENT COMMISSION AND
ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT DECISION-MAKERS IN LIBERIA’S TENDERING PROCESS FOR MINING RIGHTS. TOLBERT
DENIED TAKING BRIBES FROM SABLE.
26 APRIL 2010: $50,000 FOR MORRIS SAYTUMAH, MINISTER OF STATE FOR FINANCE, ECONOMIC AND LEGAL AFFAIRS,
ATTACHED TO THE PRESIDENCY. IN MARCH 2011 SAYTUMAH, AFTER HE LEFT OFFICE, WROTE A LETTER FOR SABLE—
BACKDATED TO APRIL 2009—SAYING THAT “THE GOVERNMENT WILL ASSIST THE DELTA MINING IN ITS BID FOR ANY IRON
ORE RESERVE THAT IT MAY BE INTERESTED IN AND HAS THE TECHNICAL AND FINANCIAL CAPACITY TO OPERATE”.
28 APRIL 2010: $10,000, LABELLED AS “SHERMAN’S CONTRIBUTION TO IE SPORTS ASSOCIATION”, WITH THE FUNDS
COMING OUT OF SABLE’S ACCOUNT. THIS WAS A REFERENCE TO THE INVINCIBLE ELEVEN SOCCER TEAM AND ASSOCIATED
TEAMS, OF WHICH RICHARD TOLBERT WAS PRESIDENT.
5 MAY 2010: $10,000 LABELLED AS “HEINE’S CONTRIBUTION TO IE SPORTS ASSOCIATION”, HEADED BY TOLBERT (SEE
ABOVE). HEINE VAN NIEKERK WAS CHIEF EXECUTIVE OF SABLE’S LIBERIAN AFFILIATE.
24 JUNE 2010: $10,000 FOR WILLIE BELLEH, CHAIRMAN OF THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT AND CONCESSIONS
COMMISSION, WHO HELD A KEY POSITION IN THE TENDER PROCESS FOR MINERAL CONCESSIONS AND HELPED REVIEW
THE PROCUREMENT ACT. BELLEH DENIED RECEIVING ANY PAYMENT.
24 JUNE 2010: $25,000 LABELLED AS “POLITICAL CONTRIBUTION – UP SECRETARY GENERAL RESIGNATION”. HENRY
FAHNBULLEH, RECENTLY ELECTED SECRETARY GENERAL OF THE RULING UNITY PARTY, RESIGNED UNDER PRESSURE
FROM VARNEY SHERMAN THE DAY AFTER THE PAYMENT WAS MADE.
29 JULY 2010: $5,000 FOR LOFA COUNTY SENATOR SUMO KUPEE.
29 JULY 2010: $5,000 FOR CLETUS WOTORSON, AT THE TIME THE SPEAKER OF THE SENATE. KUPEE AND WOTORSON’S
PAYMENTS ARE LISTED IN INTERNAL COMPANY RECORDS. KUPEE AND WOTORSON DENIED RECEIVING ANY PAYMENTS.
23 AUGUST 2010: $4,500 LABELLED “ACCOMMODATION ECB JONES AND C ONANUGA”. ERNEST CB JONES WAS DEPUTY
MINING MINISTER, WHILE CHRIS ONANUGA WAS DELTA’S LONG-STANDING FIXER BEFORE AND AFTER ITS PURCHASE BY
SABLE.
25 AUGUST 2010: $75,000 FOR ALEX TYLER, SPEAKER OF THE LOWER HOUSE OF LIBERIA’S PARLIAMENT AT THE TIME.
12 MAY 2011: SABLE MADE A PURCHASE WORTH $1,070.87 AT TWIN BORE AGENCIES, A JOHANNESBURG GUN SHOP,
FOR THE LIBERIAN PRESIDENT’S SON, FOMBAH SIRLEAF. IT IS UNCLEAR WHAT WAS PURCHASED. SIRLEAF IS HEAD OF
LIBERIA’S NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY.
13 JUNE 2011: $6,532 TO TAKE FOMBAH SIRLEAF ON AN ALL-EXPENSES-PAID HUNTING TRIP IN SOUTH AFRICA.
2 AUGUST 2011: $5,000 TO EUGENE SHANNON, A FORMER MINING MINISTER WHO LOBBIED A CABINET MINISTER
MORRIS SAYTUMAH TO WRITE HIS BACKDATED LETTER BACKING SABLE’S CLAIM TO WOLOGIZI. SHANNON DENIED
RECEIVING ANY MONEY FROM SABLE.
AUGUST 2011 TO JAN 2012: $1,565.28 ON A TELEPHONE AND BILLS FOR FOMBAH SIRLEAF.

TOTAL: $958,668
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3 THE PRIZE
GUINEA:

After Liberia, Edmonds and Groves set their sights on a new prize: Mount Nimba in
Guinea. To win it, their company Sable Mining—still listed on AIM—got close to the
future president, backing the campaign that brought him to power, courting his son
and paying millions to one of his close friends to advance their business with bribery.
August 2010. Guinea is in the grip of election fever as the impoverished West African nation prepares to end five decades of dictatorship with its first free vote. Presidential candidate Alpha Condé is
flying in with Sable Mining chief Andrew Groves—and Sable’s man in
Conakry is worried the price of bribes is about to skyrocket.
“Once we get there on a plane with presi, the future head of the
country, and two ‘big-shots’ from a big western company, trust me,
prices will inflate like crazy,” Sable’s Guinean agent, Aboubacar
Sampil, wrote in a 28 August email to a Sable executive. “Folks in
the admin will try to get a lot, lot more for each step, leading to a
minimum of about $500,000 not including the minister’s share.”
The email is among a cache of documents leaked to Global Witness by sources who requested anonymity.
Sable, listed by Edmonds and Groves on AIM in 2008, had spent
the previous months lining up its first iron ore rights in Liberia.
Now it was backing Condé’s campaign in neighbouring Guinea. To
get close to Condé, Sable was courting his son, Alpha Mohammed
Condé —with the implication that when his father became president, Sable’s interests in Guinea would be taken care of.
“We look forward to bringing this political collaboration to life,”
Alpha Mohammed wrote to Sable on 4 August 2010. “It will make
my dad all the more comfortable to support our business partnerships and trust us as a team to be solution providers for many of the
challenges he will face.”
As Sable took care of campaign logistics—booking flights for the
Condés, arranging meetings with a Liberian minister and the heads
of South African intelligence, and offering the loan of a helicopter—
its agent Sampil, an old confidante of Condé and a member of his
entourage, was on the ground in Guinea scouting for permits.
To get them, he wanted money for bribes. Four times that August
Sampil asked Sable for money via Alpha Mohammed’s Paris bank
account, leaked emails seen by Global Witness show.
“Now it is very important to make money transfer to the Alpha
bank account. That can help to finalise faster with the technicians
of the ministry,” Sampil wrote on one occasion. “They started
giving me some information that I have to pay for. You know how
things work.”

PRIME TERRITORY
Alpha Mohammed had sent Sable his bank details earlier in the
month—but wiring cash to the son of a high-profile politician was
proving tricky. “We are having a few issues with our risk/compliance
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people in terms of getting this payment made,” wrote Sable’s London
lawyer on 17 August. Groves suggested routing the payment through
a Sable account in South Africa.
“Alpha Condé paid,” Groves wrote a few hours later to say he had
sent the son his money. But 10 days later Sampil, who had asked
for 15,000 euros, was still complaining that the transfer hadn't
come through.
Alpha Mohammed told Global Witness that he had never “attempted to use improper influence to assist Sable”—though the emails
show that he was aware of plans to send bribe money through
his account.
“Any payments to Alpha Mohammed Condé from Sable Mining
would have been for consultancy work or reimbursement for travel,”
a spokesman for the Guinean government said. Alpha Mohammed
“would be able to show that his bank never had more than 10,000
euros in his account”.
Sampil declined to comment for this report. Edmonds and Groves
told Global Witness that if any bribery occurred in Guinea, it was
without their knowledge. Jim Cochrane, Sable chairman since 2014,
said the company obeys the law wherever it operates and that questions from Global Witness had “prompted a further internal review of
all these matters, many of which were subject to review a number of
years ago”. Global Witness’s investigation did not reveal any evidence
of wrongdoing by Alpha Condé Sr.
Condé won the election. And whatever Sampil was doing for Sable,
by January 2012 his efforts were paying off. One of the key permits
Sampil had applied for during the election campaign—when he was
soliciting bribe money from Sable—came through: iron ore exploration rights in Mount Nimba on the Liberian border, prime mining
territory close to concessions held by multinationals BHP Billiton and
Arcelor-Mittal.
Sampil was handsomely rewarded. Sable appointed him a
non-executive director with an annual salary of $120,000 and in 2014
paid him $6 million in “consultancy fees”. His importance to Sable
“cannot be underestimated”, the company’s lawyer said in a 2012
court filing.
Sampil “does not hold any position with the government of the
Republic of Guinea and does not represent the administration in
any capacity”, the company told The Times. Payments to him were
“fully justifiable and have been disclosed fully”, Cochrane wrote to
Global Witness.
There was just one problem with the Nimba permit: it was illegal.

©Global Witness

GUINEA

Left: Sable’s original site overlapped the Nimba reserve. Later it was
adjusted—but was still illegal, Guinea’s environment minister said.
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migrant species from Europe because they just did the inventory on
the days they came through,” the official said. “It is very clear that
they didn’t do proper baseline studies.”
Parts of the report, seen by Global Witness, look suspiciously like
a hasty cut-and-paste job. Sable’s concession is a “nesting site for
marine turtles”, it says. Nimba is 270 kilometres from the sea.
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SPECIAL TREATMENT
Maps of the exploration area granted to Sable show that it overlapped with the Mount Nimba Strict Nature Reserve, a World Heritage Site on Unesco’s danger list, home to the rare Western chimpanzee, already extinct in nearby Gambia, and the critically endangered
Western Nimba viviparous toad, one of the only toad species that
spawns live young.
While Sable’s permit was later adjusted to skirt the reserve just
outside the boundary, in some places it remained less than 90
metres from the park. It also covered swathes of the buffer zone
surrounding the reserve, which is also internationally recognised.
Letting Sable operate there “contravenes commitments made by
our government to the international community”, warned environment minister Samady Touré in a letter to the mining minister on 9
August 2012, four days after the permit was revised. The company’s
activities “are incompatible with the current status of the Strict
Nature Reserve” under Guinean law, wrote Touré, who requested the
cancellation of the permits.
“This contract involves a licence on the buffer zone of the
Nimba site and not the protected area. It was believed that this
would have lower negative impact,” a spokesman for the Guinean
government told Global Witness in an email. “The basic premise
of preferential treatment for Sable from the Condé government is
simply incorrect.”

‘A QUICK AND DIRTY JOB’
Touré’s protests went unheeded and three months later he was
dismissed. Unesco officials who visited Nimba in 2013 feared for the
future of the reserve. Sable’s planned mine could squeeze a band
of endangered chimpanzees into a narrow corridor between mining
concessions, said the Unesco team’s report, and forest landscapes
already threatened by hunting, logging and farming would be isolated and fragmented.
But with no power to stop Sable, all Unesco could do was urge
the company to carry out environmental impact assessments to the
“highest international standards”. The report Sable produced in February 2015 didn’t come close, according to a senior Unesco official
who spoke on condition of anonymity.
It was a “quick and dirty job”, the official told Global Witness.
Sable’s consultants spent so little time in the field that they even
mistook passing migrant birds for native wildlife.
“The bird inventory has as the two most common species two

On the ground in Nimba, Sable plied local officials with gifts to keep
them on-side. In secret recordings of speeches from a village ceremony in July 2013, Guinean officials can be heard thanking Sable for
its gifts: Sable renovated the local prefect’s house; local environmental and mining officials received 11 motorcycles and a pick-up truck.
With the officials taken care of, Sable had just one hurdle left to
clear: getting its ore out of Guinea.
It was a nut that far bigger mining companies had failed to crack.
Guinea’s big iron deposits are in the country’s south and east, from
where the easiest export route is a short haul across Liberia to the
coast by rail. But Guinea’s government was desperate for infrastructure, insisting that companies fund a much longer and costlier
railway to the Guinean capital that would carry passengers as well
as ore.
In August 2013, Sable succeeded where its competitors had failed
when a Guinean ministerial decree granted the company the right
to export through Liberia. With the Guineans onside, the Liberians
followed, signing an export deal with Sable on 23 January 2015.
In London, the news sent Sable stock rocketing more than 300 per
cent. But Edmonds and Groves may not have been telling investors
the whole story. The Liberian railway was in the hands of international steel giant Arcelor-Mittal and the arrangement to use it was far
from a done deal.
“There’s nothing agreed yet on the railway,” a person with close
knowledge of talks between Arcelor and Sable told Global Witness,
speaking anonymously due to the confidentiality of the discussions.
Far from having secured an export route, Sable was more likely to
end up fighting a “lengthy court battle”, the person said. The railway
deal is “not yet consummated”, the Liberian government told
Global Witness.

‘JUST DO WHAT I DO’
With a rail deal nowhere near as close as he was publicly claiming,
Groves offered Arcelor an alternative: buying Sable’s ore “at the mine
gate”, leaving the larger company to take care of transportation.
But Arcelor officials suspected Groves of exaggerating the quality of
Sable’s deposit, cherry-picking the best samples to make the overall
quality seem higher, insiders say.
Even as iron ore prices slumped in 2014, Sable continued to tell
the markets that Nimba was a workable prospect. But it’s unsure the
company will ever get any iron out of Guinea.
Since Sable arrived in West Africa, Guinea has been hit by a
deadly Ebola epidemic that left 2,536 dead and few companies with
appetite for the foreign investment needed for recovery. But Andrew
Groves has some advice for those who do feel equal to the challenge,
say two people who attended a meeting with him in 2014.
“Just get them all round the table—army, police, government,
environmental, doesn’t matter who it is—we get them all round the
table and we just give them money to make things happen and it
all just goes away,” Groves said, according to one of them (the other
gave a similar account). “You should just do what I do. Because
everything goes smoothly when you do it like I do.”
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4 THE HEIST
MOZAMBIQUE:

Edmonds and Groves don’t always have to go far to find a deal—they can simply
do business with themselves. Using secretive offshore companies as cover, they
siphoned off millions of dollars by selling assets to their own listed companies at
bumped-up prices. Top City law firm Salans helped structure the transactions.

When African Medical bought the company that owned the site in
Maputo, it was really buying from Edmonds and Groves themselves,
the documents show. Such transactions should, by law, be publicly
disclosed. But that would have meant revealing the heist on shareholders. Instead they found a loophole that let them use offshore
trusts to get around the law.
“The transaction was an elaborate and deceitful fraud,” wrote
Peter Botha, African Medical’s current chief executive, in a May 2013
sworn statement. Edmonds and Groves told Global Witness that it
was legal and “in the best interests of shareholders”.
The Maputo deal wasn’t a one-off. Evidence uncovered by Global
Witness suggests Edmonds and Groves repeated the ploy time and
again. London’s notoriously under-regulated AIM exchange, secrecy
havens like the British Virgin Islands and the services of a top international lawyer helped them do it.
This is how it worked.

EDMONDS AND GROVES’ MAPUTO PROPERTY SCAM

$2
.2
M

It was mid-2009 when African Medical Investments announced the
acquisition of a tiny Mozambican firm “whose sole asset is a substantial sea view property located in the exclusive Polana district of
Maputo”. It was the start of a three million dollar scam.
African Medical, the latest in a string of Edmonds-Groves stock
market ventures, had already raised £5 million by listing on
London’s AIM exchange. People who bought the shares may have
thought the company was using their money to develop private clinics in Africa. Leaked emails suggest that profits were flowing straight
into the pockets of Edmonds and Groves.
Edmonds and Groves had known Vivek Solanki, a Zimbabwean
trauma surgeon with a talent for building private clinics, for years
as patients. They made him a proposition: with his experience and
their network, they said, they could build hospitals all over Africa.
By September 2009, African Medical had branches in South Africa,
Zimbabwe and Tanzania, and was ready to expand again, this time
in Mozambique.
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EDMONDS AND GROVES TRANSFER
IN CASH AND SHARES FROM AFRICAN MEDICAL
TO PENRITH MANAGEMENT, AN ANONYMOUSLY REGISTERED COMPANY THEY SECRETLY CONTROL

$3.3 MILLION
IN SHARES GOES TO
EDMONDS, GROVES
AND SOLANKI

©StockLapse

A sea-view property in Maputo, Mozambique was the basis for a three million dollar scam.

‘INSIDER JOB’
African Medical didn’t buy the land for its new Trauma Centre and
Well Woman Clinic in Maputo directly. Instead it bought a local
company that owned it, EMP Services Limitada. The seller of EMP
Services was Penrith Management Trading, registered anonymously
in the British Virgin Islands. Leaked documents show how all three
companies in the chain were connected to Edmonds and Groves.
First, their associates set up EMP as a local front company to buy
the site. Shortly after, the associates transferred their shares to BVI
company Penrith—secretly run by Edmonds, Groves and Solanki.
Using the British Virgin Islands’ anonymity rules to mask their
identity, Penrith then sold EMP on to African Medical at a massively
overblown price.

LAND PLOT
EMP originally bought the property in October 2008 for just $2.2
million, the documents show. By the time Penrith sold EMP to
African Medical less than a year later, that price had been marked
up to $5.5 million, paid to Penrith in cash and shares.
African Medical’s investors, whose money funded the deal, had no
way of knowing that Penrith already belonged to Edmonds, Groves
and Solanki—and that they were the victims of a three-million-dollar rip-off.
A leaked November 2008 email from African Medical’s manager in
Mozambique reveals who secretly controlled Penrith: when he needed Penrith to make a payment, he addressed his request to Solanki,
Edmonds and Groves.
“I’ve had a discussion with Andrew and Phil,” the manager wrote.
“We have to make the first payment immediately.”
“Penrith is a company owned by Groves, Edmonds and myself,”
Solanki wrote in June 2012 in another email seen by Global Witness.
“EMP is also owned by Groves and Edmonds. This was a complete
insider job.” Even EMP’s name was a giveaway, Solanki told Global
Witness in an interview: it’s a reversal of the initials of Philip Maurice
Enoch—Edmonds and Groves’ longstanding lawyer, who incorporated Penrith.
“I will sort out the BVI company,” Enoch wrote to Solanki on 19
November 2008.
When The Times raised concerns about the Maputo deal in
December 2014, a spokesman for Edmonds and Groves “declined
to identify the ultimate owners of Penrith”. Any link between EMP
Services and African Medical’s managers could “prove discomforting
for retail investors”, the UK newspaper said.

Pressed by Global Witness, Edmonds and Groves admitted ties to
Penrith. But they and their lawyer said the deal wasn’t against the
rules because Penrith was owned by family trusts for the benefit of
their relatives.
Under market rules, “related parties” who do deals with each other
need to declare them. But the definition of a related party varies.
The International Accounting Standards that Edmonds and Groves’
companies claim to follow define close members of a director’s family
as any relative who “may be expected to influence, or be influenced
by, that person”.
AIM’s version, meanwhile, is so narrow that it only stretches to
a director’s children and spouse. Uncles, aunts, cousins and even
siblings don’t count. It’s a useful ambiguity that Edmonds and Groves
say kept their deals legal. They declined to tell Global Witness which
relatives benefited from the trusts but said they do not fall within the
definition of related parties.
Whatever the exact family relationship, duping shareholders to
skim off profits would still constitute “powerful grounds for suspicion
that a fraud has been committed”, a top international law firm told
Global Witness.

‘FAMILY TRUSTS’
Edmonds and Groves offered an explanation for the land deal.
“Non-related family trust entities were already in the process of
acquiring a property for themselves” when African Medical was independently seeking a site for its Maputo hospital. “They agreed to hold
the property for African Medical until it was in a position to proceed to
occupy and rent the property for hospital purposes.” According to this
explanation, it was just a fortunate coincidence that the Edmonds,
Groves and Solanki families combined to buy a property exactly
where and when African Medical needed one. When African Medical
bought it just nine months later, the site had more than doubled in
value and the company paid a fair price, Edmonds and Groves said.
But Global Witness spoke to three Maputo real estate brokers who
all said there was no way prices could have leapt 160 per cent in
just nine months. The highest estimate for the change in the period
was 20 per cent; one broker said prices barely changed. And from
the leaked e-mails, it’s clear that the family trusts were no more
than camouflage: the deal was a three-way split between Solanki,
Edmonds and Groves from the outset.
“Could you please confirm the name of the company that sold the
Maputo land and share allocation thereof (I have one third of this)?”
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Leaked documents suggest Groves secretly sold his own plane to African Medical—at a $1.2 million mark-up.

Solanki wrote to Enoch, Edmonds and Groves’ lawyer, on 19 May
2010. Solanki told Global Witness that he only got back what he
put into the deal in cash, and that he never received the shares that
should have been paid out to him.
To the regulators, Penrith’s true ownership didn’t matter. No one
was checking—and even if they had, the offshore smokescreen
made it almost impossible to find out. The losers were African
Medical’s investors, conned into buying an asset for more than twice
what it was worth.

PLANE SECRECY
In 2010 Philip Enoch helped African Medical with another purchase—a jet aircraft for use as an ambulance. It was the Mozambique property scheme all over again, say Solanki and Botha, the
former and current African Medical chief executives. Andrew Groves
fleeced African Medical’s shareholders by selling the London-listed
company an asset at an inflated price and siphoning off the difference, they say.
“This was an Andrew deal,” Solanki, who was dismissed from African Medical after a dispute with Edmonds and Groves, told Global

Witness. “In those days he would confide in me, tell me, because he
liked to show off how he managed to get deals.”
African Medical paid $3.1 million for the plane, a Dassault Falcon
20, in 2010 —even though a leaked email from the company’s accountant suggests the real value was far less.
“I have included a spreadsheet on the Falcon 20,” the accountant,
John Raath, wrote to Groves and Solanki on 27 April 2009. The calculations are “based on a $1.875 million purchase price”.
As with the Maputo property deal, it looks like the over-valued asset being sold to African Medical already belonged to Andrew Groves.
Research by Global Witness shows how before the sale the aircraft
passed through a string of opaque companies all connected with
Groves. In 2006 it was owned successively by two companies, Roston
Aviation in Delaware and Gough Aviation in South Africa. The sole
director of both was Groves’ pilot, Roston Gough Smith. Gough Aviation belonged to Camec, listed on AIM by Edmonds and Groves.
When they sold Camec in 2009, the jet was hived off to a South
African-registered firm, Caramix, itself owned by a secretive British
Virgin Islands firm. It was Caramix—where Roston Smith was again
a director—that sold the Falcon to African Medical.

MORE DODGY DEALS?
In 2010 Edmonds and Groves sold property they secretly owned
to one of their listed companies, deceiving shareholders and
pocketing millions. To hide their ownership, they used Nerine
Trust, a corporate agency in the British Virgin Islands.
Edmonds and Groves’ companies on the stock market have
struck at least five other deals with secretly owned firms registered in the British Virgin Islands by Nerine. Were Edmonds and
Groves among the secret owners, and have they fleeced investors
through the same trick again and again?

▶▶

▶▶

▶▶

▶▶

The six Nerine deals Global Witness has identified:
▶▶
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20 June 2002: Camec pays Namibian Resources Company
$2.5 million for 75% of Namibia’s Goantagab Tin and Tantalum
Company (Proprietary) Ltd. Namibian Resources Company
was registered by Nerine.

▶▶

26 November 2002: Southern African Resources buys 50%
of Birkwood’s stake in South African platinum company Biz
Afrika 1673 for £80,000 plus 30 million shares. Birkwood was
registered in the British Virgin Islands by Nerine.
27 March 2007: Camec buys a maize-milling operation from
Goodworth Services, registered by Nerine.
27 March 2007: Camec buys 44.5% of South African platinum
company Pfula Investments for £7.5 million. It buys Pfula from
Transafrica Investments, registered by Nerine.
30 September 2009: African Medical Investments agrees to
pay $5.5 million to Penrith Management Trading for
EMP Services. Penrith was registered by Nerine—and secretly
owned by Edmonds, Groves and the CEO of African Medical.
1 December 2011: Agriterra buys Shawford Investments, the
parent of Red Bunch Ventures (SL), owner of farmland in Sierra
Leone. Shawford was registered by Nerine.

‘NO, NO, NO’
Solanki, who is still fighting his former employers in court, says
the plane belonged to Groves; another African Medical insider,
who spoke on condition of anonymity, said the same. So did Peter
Botha, in a signed affidavit handed to the UK’s Serious Fraud Office
as part of a dossier of fraud allegations. African Medical left AIM in
early 2014 and is now being wound down.
Groves didn’t answer questions from Global Witness about the
jet. Enoch said he had assisted in the purchase of the aircraft and
had “no reason to believe that this constituted a ‘related party
transaction’”. The deal was later cleared by law firm Baker & McKenzie, he added. An SFO spokeswoman said it was the organisation’s policy neither to confirm nor deny if an investigation was
in progress.
Groves scooped at least $1.2 million—and $200,000 more when
he even got a tax rebate, the documents suggest. To people on the
inside the scam should have been obvious. But it seems not everyone cared. US hedge fund Harbinger Capital, the biggest shareholder at the time had a seat on African Medical’s board.
By the time the directors met to vote on the deal, the price had
been jacked up from $1.9 million to $3.1 million, “supported by a
valuation which Andrew has obtained”, according to a 25 February
2010 email from Enoch to Solanki.
“No, no, no, that’s not agreed,” Solanki recalls saying at the
board meeting.
But everyone else backed the deal—including the man
from Harbinger.
“Harbinger is not aware of any fraud in connection with the jet
purchase,” a spokesman said.

OFFSHORE SECRETS
It wasn’t just the Mozambique property and the jet. There’s evidence that Edmonds and Groves pulled the same scam over and
over. Global Witness has identified five more deals in which their
listed companies bought assets from Caribbean shell companies—
all with the same address as Penrith, the front for the Maputo
fraud. It’s a remarkable coincidence.
The assets are seemingly unrelated—a tin venture in Namibia,
a platinum one in South Africa, farmland in Sierra Leone—and on
the face of it, there was nothing to connect them with Edmonds
and Groves; yet every one of the sellers was registered at the same
address in the British Virgin Islands.
That’s because they were all incorporated by Nerine Trust,
a company services provider that has a long relationship with
Edmonds and Groves. Nerine created three companies—Ashendon,
Eglinton Management, and Eriswell—that stock market filings show
are controlled by trusts for the benefit of Edmonds and Groves’
relatives. There were some 120 service providers in the BVI—yet
wherever the duo did business it was Nerine that incorporated the
anonymously owned company on the other side of the deal.
It’s a clue that Edmonds and Groves may have taken the scam
well beyond the deals for the Maputo property and the jet, routinely selling firms they secretly controlled to their listed companies in
London and skimming off investors’ cash.
And it was Enoch, a partner at the international law firm Salans,
who helped arrange the deals. He and a secretive company he
owned, Ely Place Nominees, were central to another Edmonds
and Groves insider scam—one engineered to earn them a $1.2
million kickback.

WHAT’S WRONG
WITH ANONYMOUS
COMPANIES?
Criminals and fraudsters need three things to move large sums
of money: a bank willing to take the money; a lawyer or other
facilitator to set up the laundering scheme; and some way of
disguising who really owns the assets.
Anonymously owned companies are a powerful tool for
concealing ownership. A World Bank study of more than 200 cases
of grand corruption showed that secretive offshore companies
were used in 70 per cent of them.
Registering companies offshore allows their holders to own
assets, open bank accounts and strike deals, all the while staying
in the shadows—a gift to people who want to move dirty money.
It’s quick, easy and relatively cheap to create entire networks of
anonymous companies spanning multiple jurisdictions, making
the ultimate owner and controller almost impossible to pin down.
Global Witness started out in the early 90s investigating
corrupt natural resources deals that fuel conflict. Almost every
investigation at some point ran up against a wall of offshore
secrecy that takes months, sometimes years, of painstaking
research to break down. It soon became clear that anonymous
companies were a huge part of the problem.
In 2013, Global Witness revealed how commodities giant
Glencore used a web of offshore firms to funnel half a billion dollars
to a friend of Congo’s president. Another publication the same year
unmasked the company set up in a Caribbean tax haven to channel
bribe money in one of Africa’s biggest mining scandals. And a 2015
report showed how a Kazakh official accused of money-laundering
and murder was linked to companies in the British Virgin Islands
used to amass a portfolio of iconic London properties.
All fraudsters need to do to hide their identity is to incorporate
a company in a jurisdiction like the British Virgin Islands, Mauritius,
or the State of Delaware, where details of shareholders are not
made public.
Owners sometimes add a second layer of secrecy by using
‘nominees’—people who front a company in place of the people
who really control it: nominees are legal in the vast majority of
countries and there is usually no requirement to disclose that the
names listed aren’t the company’s true beneficiaries.
Offshore anonymity makes hiding dodgy money simple. It would
be a great deal harder if the names of the people who own and
control companies were in the public domain for all to see. This
doesn’t just mean naming a parent company or trust: it means
identifying ‘beneficial owners’—the real human beings who get
the cash.
Momentum to tackle anonymous company ownership has
been building. In the past three years, the UK, Norway, Netherlands
and Ukraine have all committed to create the world’s first
public registries of companies’ real owners. All European Union
member states must create registers of the beneficial owners of
companies and make the information available to anyone who can
demonstrate a legitimate interest.
And with the publication of the Panama Papers, the biggest
data leak in history, the issue has become impossible to ignore.
But some of the biggest offshore jurisdictions continueto operate
within the US and in the UK’s overseas dependencies. Opening
them up will be the biggest test in the push for transparency.
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5 THE ENABLER
LONDON:

It was on London’s junior stock exchange that Edmonds and Groves
turned their assets to cash. A City lawyer, Philip Enoch, helped them do it.
His shadowy nominee company was a conduit in a million-dollar kickback
scheme—and more than 200 million pounds in mysterious share sales.

Headhunted to take over as chief executive of London-listed African
Medical Investments, Peter Botha already knew about its row with
his predecessor. Vivek Solanki was in hiding, contesting accusations
of fraud. Before putting his name to the contract, Botha wanted
assurance that there were no more skeletons in the closet.
In January 2011 he met Phil Edmonds and his lawyer at a restaurant in St James’s, London. The lawyer, Philip Enoch, had for
more than two decades been among Edmonds’ closest confidantes,
working on the ex-cricketer’s stock market ventures from his offices
at Salans, a top London law firm.
“Philip, I'm going to invest two million dollars of my own cash in
this company,” he told Enoch, according to Botha’s statement to the
UK Serious Fraud Office. “Is there anything I should know about, other than the trouble with Solanki?”
“Enoch's response was short and straight to the point,” Botha
testified. “He said: 'Nothing!'”
In truth, Enoch could have told Botha a great deal. Just over a year
earlier the lawyer had structured the deal that saw Edmonds, Groves
and Solanki rip off African Medical’s investors by three million dollars. He was also the owner of Ely Place Nominees.
Enoch has claimed that Ely Place, officially a dormant company
registered in London, is a “neutral” entity that acts as a custodian for
his clients’ shares. Evidence uncovered by Global Witness suggests
Ely Place really served as a front for Edmonds and Groves. It sold off
hundreds of millions of shares in their listed companies and was the
conduit in a $1.2 million kickback scheme.
As Edmonds and Groves scammed their way across Africa, Enoch
was the City enabler who understood the financial system and its
weaknesses, and could help them turn their assets into cash.

DEEP TRUST
Edmonds’ ties to Enoch date back to long before his partnership
with Groves. They were an odd couple but somehow it worked.
“It was a working relationship of deep trust,” recalls one former employee of Edmonds who knew both men in the 90s, when
Edmonds left professional cricket to devote his energy to investing.
“Enoch was a solid sort of man, not flash. Edmonds was lively. He
had a huge boardroom table with two phones and he would stand in
front of it all day, tossing a cricket ball in one hand.”
Edmonds also had a temper: juniors needed sharp reflexes to
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dodge—or catch—the leather-bound hardwood ball when it came
zipping across the office towards their heads, the person said. As
the irascible former spin bowler played for high stakes in Africa,
level-headed Enoch was the perfect foil.
From early on in Edmonds’ career, Enoch played a crucial role.
He has held positions at more than 20 firms set up by Edmonds
in the UK over the course of his career, Companies House records
show. The lawyer has also been secretary of all but one of the
nine companies Edmonds and Groves have floated on the AIM
exchange. Seven of those listed firms have had a relationship with
Ely Place.
Ely Place is a tiny firm registered at Enoch’s home address. Enoch owns it jointly with Jeremy Franks, a lawyer who in 2004 was
sentenced in the US to 10 months’ house arrest for using offshore
companies to help a client hide $9 million. The company’s current
secretary is Christopher O’Connor, Enoch’s former Salans colleague who worked on Edmonds-Groves deals across Africa.
Officially speaking, Ely Place does almost nothing. Registered
as dormant, it is forbidden from trading and only has to return
rudimentary accounts. According to stock exchange filings, its role
is to hold small numbers of shares in Edmonds and Groves’ listed
companies to be handed out to their directors as bonuses.
Dig a little deeper, though, and Ely Place seems to be doing
far more than acting as a kind of trustee. It owns the company that
holds the lease on Edmonds and Groves’ Mayfair headquarters.
It has also been trading shares worth hundreds of millions
of pounds.

COLOSSAL SELL-OFF
Global Witness accessed trading records for the four Edmonds
and Groves listed companies registered in the UK: Capricorn
Resources, Camec, African Platinum and Central African Gold. (The
others, though traded in London, are based in secrecy havens like
the British Virgin Islands or the Isle of Man, where the data
isn’t published).
The records reveal that Ely Place has been engaged in a colossal
sell-off: between 2004 and 2009, Ely Place sold Camec shares with
a market price of £152 million. And from 2003 to 2007, it disposed
of African Platinum shares worth £46 million at market price, a
Global Witness analysis of data from UK Companies House and

Enoch was the City enabler who
understood the financial system and
its weaknesses, and could help them
turn their assets into cash
Bloomberg shows. More sales from Central African Gold bring the
total to £211 million (around $340 million).
Where did the proceeds go? They weren’t channelled through Ely
Place, according to the firm’s accounts at Companies House.
Two sets of evidence—one from a scam in Africa and the other
from a court case in London—suggest the beneficiaries of Enoch’s
fire sale could have been Edmonds and Groves themselves. (Enoch
told Global Witness that “on rare occasions” the two businessmen
benefited from the sales and that he had “no intention of discussing
other clients of Ely place”.)
The first set of evidence centres on African Medical Investments,
a company that from the outset was never quite what it seemed.
When Edmonds and Groves floated it in June 2008, investors were
only getting half the story. Away from public view, Edmonds and
Groves were negotiating a secret side deal to pay them a $1.2 million
dollar kickback. The scam was almost identical to their Maputo
property fraud the following year: using investors’ cash to buy an
anonymous company secretly linked to them.

SECRET HOLDING
It worked like this: African Medical had a deal to buy Vivek Solanki’s
business, which ran private hospitals in South Africa and Zimbabwe. Instead of purchasing the assets directly from Solanki, they
arranged with him to set up a new offshore firm with management
rights to the clinics.
Solanki’s lawyers incorporated VIP Healthcare in Mauritius. Then
they secretly assigned a one-sixth stake in the company to the duo,
the leaked documents show.

In August 2008, an African Medical accountant sent Edmonds,
Groves, Enoch and Solanki a diagram illustrating the split. “Andrew
and Phil” are allocated a 16 per cent stake in VIP—marked as “BVI
Mauritius"—it shows.
“Today you have advised me that the shareholding is to be as
follows,” wrote Solanki’s lawyer after he forwarded it to her. “Your
trust, 81 per cent; Andrew/Phil 16 per cent.”
When African Medical bought VIP in December 2008 with money
it had raised on the stock market, investors had no idea that a sixth
of the purchase price was heading straight back to Edmonds and
Groves. And it was Enoch’s job to channel the pay-off.
A leaked letter shows how he did it. Solanki was paid in African
Medical shares, deposited with Ely Place for safekeeping. In a secret
side deal, Solanki’s Mauritius-based adviser then wrote to Ely Place
to confirm that one sixth of those shares—worth $1.2 million at the
time of VIP’s sale—was to be disposed of “as Philip Maurice Enoch
may direct at his sole discretion”.
The share payment was designed to give Edmonds and Groves
a bigger holding in African Medical than they publicly disclosed—
a breach of market rules. Regulations forbid directors from selling
stock in the year following a listing. But with Enoch as cover, they
could trade or hold their secret stake as they chose.
In a written reply to Global Witness, Edmonds and Groves did not
answer questions on the VIP Healthcare deal. Enoch said the transaction wasn’t a kickback.
“It is completely untrue that one sixth of VIP Healthcare and/or
one sixth of the consideration shares was assigned to Mr Edmonds
and Mr Groves,” Enoch wrote to Global Witness, saying that a portion
of the shares had been put aside for incentive payments to managers. “I did not believe then that this transaction was fraudulent in
any way and that remains my view to this day.”
It was “a fraud on African Medical and its shareholders”, Solanki
was advised by Charles Samek QC, a leading UK lawyer, according
to a February 2011 email seen by Global Witness. Samek declined to
comment for this report.
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Solanki set up VIP Healthcare in Mauritius. Edmonds and Groves had a secret stake.

‘I WILL HOLD THE SHARES AS INSTRUCTED’
The African Medical deal may point to a deep connection between
Ely Place and Edmonds and Groves—but four years on, Enoch would
deny it in court.
In late 2011, South African mining boss Heine van Niekerk, who had
worked with Edmonds and Groves in Liberia, was hoping to complete the sale of his firm Southern Cross to the duo’s AIM-listed Sable
Mining. Sable had bought half of Southern Cross the previous year
and looked set to buy the rest. To guarantee that he wouldn’t sell the
remaining shares to anyone except Sable, van Niekerk agreed to put
his half of Southern Cross in trust.
It was then that Philip Enoch stepped in to help.
“Transfer them to my nominee company Ely Place Nominees Limited and obviously I will hold the shares as instructed,” the lawyer, who
was acting for Sable on the deal, wrote to van Niekerk
on 20 October 2010.
Van Niekerk agreed. After all, Enoch was a respectable solicitor and
Salans was a big firm. The shares still belonged to him and if Sable
decided not to buy the second half of his company, he would get
them back—or so he thought.
By the end of the year, Sable had made no move for the shares and
it was clear that the Southern Cross deal was off. But when he asked
for all of his shares back, Enoch and Ely place refused.
It didn’t take van Niekerk long to realise he had a fight on his hands.
By January 2012 van Niekerk’s relations with Sable had soured to
the point that he became the target of Groves’ security agents (see
Chapter Six: The Spies). Over the coming months, his house would
be bugged, a Sable employee would try to hack his computer and an
ex-convict would claim he had been hired by Sable to kill him, according to testimony and evidence from van Niekerk and others.
As he fought Ely Place for his shares in the High Court in London,
van Niekerk would also discover that Enoch and his nominee company had no intention of really acting as neutral trustees of the shares.
In his witness statement, the Salans lawyer performed what seemed
to van Niekerk an astonishing about-face.
“When I said ‘obviously I will hold the shares as instructed’, I was
referring to instructions to be provided to me by my client, Sable,”
Enoch told the court.
That was news to van Niekerk. The sale agreement was clear that
Sable was purchasing only 51 per cent of the shares of Southern

Cross, and in stock exchange announcements Sable had never said
it owned more. Suddenly Enoch was claiming a much bigger stake
in the company belonged to Edmonds and Groves’ firm.

FAILED GAMBIT
Ely Place was colluding with Sable to take his shares, van Niekerk
told the court. But Enoch countered that Ely Place was a neutral
player “caught between two competing parties, each of whom
claims to be the true beneficial owner of the shares”. Van Niekerk’s
real dispute was with Sable, Enoch claimed, asking the court to
remove Ely Place from the case and substitute Sable instead.
It didn’t work. Sable was added to the case and Ely Place
remained a defendant. In November 2012 both of them quietly
settled out of court, handing van Niekerk his shares back.
It wasn’t just the van Niekerk case that saw Ely Place entangled
in a dispute over shares. When Solanki tried to claim his stock in
African Medical after resigning as chief executive, Enoch refused
to hand it over, stoking a dispute in which Solanki and his family—
like van Niekerk—became targets of intimidation.
Enoch told Global Witness that he held on to the shares to protect African Medical after it accused Solanki of misappropriating
funds. A 2010 auditor’s report suggests the chief executive manipulated supply contracts. A South African prosecutor declined to
pursue a criminal complaint against him.
Ely Place also fought a US court case with a Rwandan lawyer
who claimed Enoch had withheld his shares in Edmonds and
Groves’ White Nile. Enoch argued the shares were put in trust
as an incentive for services that were never performed—and
that he was acting on Edmonds and Groves’ instructions. (Litigation documents suggest the case was settled out of court. Global
Witness was unable to reach the lawyer, George Rubagumya,
for comment.)
Whenever Edmonds and Groves conned investors in their quest
for African assets, Enoch and the big-name law firm Salans were
on hand in London. The lawyer’s shadowy firm, Ely Place, facilitated deals that swindled investors—all the while selling off shares in
Edmonds and Groves’ listed companies worth £211 million.
If anyone knows where the money went, Enoch does.
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6 THE SPIES
SOUTH AFRICA:

Phil Edmonds has “a remarkable gift for enmity”, his biographer wrote when
he was still a cricketer. So does Andrew Groves. Business partners who fell
out with the duo found themselves the victims of spying and intimidation.

As Sailor van Schalkwyk approached the target, he realised normal surveillance tactics would not suffice. The high-walled property in Johannesburg’s affluent Inanda district was closely guarded.
Beating a quick retreat to Rosebank a few minutes across town,
he secured the services of a street prostitute. While she kept
the guard busy, van Schalkwyk slipped quietly past to complete
his reconnaissance.
Albertus “Sailor” Van Schalkwyk, whose version of events
comes from a sworn affidavit, is not someone you would like to
meet alone on a dark night. Reportedly a veteran of apartheid
South Africa’s Koevoet torture squad and once a mercenary in
Iraq, he later did jail time for drug-smuggling in New Zealand. In
2011 he was with notorious Cape Town mobster Cyril Beeka on the
morning he was shot. The following year he was working for new
bosses: Phil Edmonds and Andrew Groves.
The duo had a problem that needed taking care of: a share
dispute with another Sable Mining executive, Heine van Niekerk,
had turned sour. There had been talks but he was not responding
to their persuasion. On 23 February 2012, van Niekerk arrived at
his Johannesburg office to find a man he had never seen before,
Wayne Stoltz, announcing himself as Sable’s new head of security,
with orders to escort him from the premises.
Like other enemies of Edmonds and Groves, van Niekerk would
remember his first encounter with Stoltz. It was the start of an
increasingly unpleasant relationship.
“Be afraid,” Stoltz told him later in a text message, van Niekerk
claimed in a court submission. “Be very afraid.” Stoltz told Global
Witness in a telephone interview that he does not recall sending
the message.
For now, there was nothing for van Niekerk to do but go home.
On Groves’ orders, Stoltz had removed the computer servers, effectively shutting down the office, and upstairs in the boardroom
van Niekerk found a director firing the firm’s employees. Before
leaving the building for the last time, van Niekerk made sure to
grab the back-up servers, depositing them with the company’s
lawyers for safekeeping.
Four days later, Stoltz emailed a photograph of van Niekerk
to an intermediary, who forwarded it to Sailor van Schalkwyk,
according to a court filing. The former mercenary filed it in a
handwritten dossier headed “Target”.
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The former mercenary filed
the photograph in a handwritten
dossier headed ‘Target’
‘A SMALL, RECTANGULAR DEVICE’
Sable’s ties to van Niekerk went back to Liberia in 2010, when
Edmonds and Groves had bought into his companies, Delta Mining
and Southern Cross. Van Niekerk’s network in the country gave them
access to top Liberian officials and he quickly became embroiled in
Sable’s bribery. His contacts with South African intelligence chiefs
helped Sable get close to Alpha Condé as he ran for the presidency
in neighbouring Guinea.
Now Sable was on the verge of a deal to increase its holdings
in van Niekerk’s firms. In January 2012, Edmonds summoned van
Niekerk to a meeting at the Dorchester Hotel in London, where he
“attempted to coerce me into accepting a substantially reduced
price” for his Delta shares, van Niekerk said in written testimony for a
South African lawsuit. It was a shareholder dispute that should have
been settled in court. But for Edmonds and Groves, it was personal.
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After Edmonds and Groves fell out with a business partner, bugs were found
in his home.

©Wayne Knoesen/EyeEm

At 7am on 23 February 2012, a day after evicting van Niekerk,
Stoltz was at the Intercontinental Hotel at Johannesburg’s OR
Tambo Airport for an early briefing. Andrew Groves had just
arrived on the overnight flight from London. It was a chance for
Stoltz to introduce the boss to Sable’s newest recruit, Sailor van
Schalkwyk.
“Groves told us that he wanted to destroy Heine van Niekerk,
as he had destroyed others,” van Schalkwyk testified. In a disciplinary inquiry brought by Sable against van Niekerk, and later
in a telephone interview, Stoltz confirmed that he worked for
Edmonds and Groves and that he had recruited van Schalkwyk.
Van Schalkwyk had brought a friend to the meeting, Sakkie
Morkel, a former agent at the Vlakplaas, the apartheid government’s paramilitary hit squad, named after the farm where it
was based.
“It was agreed that we would work with Stoltz, who will instruct
us via Groves,” van Schalkwyk said. “Stoltz instructed us to keep
surveillance on Heine van Niekerk at all times and report back
to him.”
Talking to Global Witness, Stoltz said he attended the meeting
with Groves at the InterContinental but didn’t recall bringing
van Schalkwyk. Sakkie Morkel’s wife told Global Witness that he
was in hospital and not available for interview. She confirmed
that her husband and van Schalkwyk were old friends and that
Morkel had been offered work by Stoltz, though she didn’t know if
he accepted.
Days later—with the help of the Rosebank prostitute—van
Schalkwyk was staking out van Niekerk’s high-security home. His
breakthrough came a couple of weeks later: van Niekerk had put
his house up for sale and was holding an open viewing. All van
Schalkwyk’s team had to do was pose as prospective buyers.
It was on the afternoon of 26 March that van Niekerk’s wife
stumbled across the strange little box.
“Sitting at my desk in the study, I found a small, rectangular
black device with wiring and two metal antennas,” Kristin Keely
Roberts, a US attorney, said in a sworn statement.
Roberts telephoned van Niekerk, who rushed home and
searched the house. A similar box was attached to the underside
of the bed in the master bedroom, he testified.
“The first show day was used to do inspection of the property
in order to establish the best positions of the devices, which functioned via a cellular transmission signal,” van Schalkwyk said later

in his affidavit. “The 'bugs' were installed during the second show
day, a week later. I provided Stoltz with the numbers of all the
bugs, which enabled him to listen to van Niekerk's conversations.”

STEALTH SOFTWARE
Not long after the bugs appeared, the emails started. On 17 April,
van Niekerk opened his inbox to find a message from Stoltz—apparently drafted by his personal assistant, Jacqueline Linnow
(Stoltz’s wife, under her maiden name). The email contained an
offer to step in and mediate with Groves. Attached was a draft
letter suggesting a cash settlement.
But the attachment was suspiciously large—too large to open,
in fact. Two hours later Linnow emailed again. “Hi Heine, It appears that the document is too big to be sent, here is a link to the
document. Just click on it.”
It wasn’t until a year later that the real contents of the emails
emerged. On 14 February 2013 van Niekerk received a visit from
the police, accompanied by Sable computer expert Michael Theron. Something seemed amiss with the warrant, which didn’t seem
to have been filed by the officer leading the search. That didn’t
stop the police from confiscating his computer.
It took four days to get it back. Suspecting tampering, van
Niekerk turned it over to forensic experts. On 4 March, Cyanre, a
consultancy run by the former head of the South African Police
Service’s computer crime unit, returned a report.
Buried inside Stoltz’s emails were hidden surveillance programs
to record keystrokes, track websites visited, take screenshots,
capture video from the webcam and steal passwords.
The author of the attachment that concealed the hacking files
was “Wayne Stoltz” and it was last edited by Michael Theron, according to Cyanre’s report. The stealth software was configured to
send the captured data to an email address in the name of ‘Wayne
Stoltz’. One of the hacking emails was sent from the same address
given to Global Witness by Stoltz in a 5 April 2016 interview.
“It’s totally out of the ordinary,” said Cyanre boss Danny Myburgh, whose firm helped police decrypt Oscar Pistorius’ telephone during the athlete’s 2014 trial for shooting his girlfriend.
“We found details of a person’s name all programmed in the
code.”
Global Witness asked Stoltz if he sent the hacking emails. “I
doubt it is true, to the best of my knowledge,” he said. He denied
any involvement in bugging van Niekerk’s house.
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‘THEY WANT TO FINISH YOU, BROTHER’
Meanwhile, Stoltz and van Schalkwyk were reporting back to Groves
at the Intercontinental, according to van Schalkwyk’s testimony.
“I showed him the initial visual recording which was made during
the first show day,” van Schalkwyk said. “Groves appeared to be
very pleased with the recording and bragged to a group of men from
Guinea, in his presence, that this is what happens to people ‘who
give me shit’.”
But the bugging wasn’t enough, van Schalkwyk said. “At a later
stage, Stoltz requested me to get rid of van Niekerk.”
When Global Witness contacted van Schalkwyk, he declined to
say exactly what that meant. And he never carried out the orders: he
argued with Stoltz and instead of “getting rid” of his target, he called
van Niekerk to tell him about the plot. Global Witness has seen a
transcript of the conversation.
“Heine, let me tell you, they want to fucking finish you, brother,”
van Schalkwyk says.
Both Sable and van Niekerk filed criminal charges against each
other in South Africa—Sable for theft of its data; van Niekerk for conspiracy to commit murder. In both cases, authorities declined
to prosecute.
Van Niekerk, who did not respond to Global Witness’s requests
for comment, based his case partly on van Schalkwyk’s testimony.
Stoltz says the state prosecutor saw the ex-mercenary as a quest
ionable witness. He was certainly a questionable person for Sable
to hire.

MEN IN DARK GLASSES
Global Witness has interviewed others who fell out with Edmonds
and Groves—and whose experiences were remarkably similar to van
Niekerk’s. One agreed to meet only in the presence of armed security, only to cancel half an hour before the appointment. Four people
said they feared for their lives.

That was how Ana Solanki felt in July 2010 when armed men ransacked her house.
It had all started that spring, when her husband, African Medical
Investments chief executive Vivek Solanki, decided to query some
odd-looking payments.
The business was flourishing. Clinics were up and running in
South Africa, Zimbabwe and Tanzania and a new one was about
to open in Mozambique (where Solanki was already mixed up in
Edmonds and Groves’ corrupt property deal—see Chapter Five: The
Heist). The Johannesburg and Harare branches had taken $645,000
in profit that year.
That changed when without warning African Medical was hit by
a 96 per cent “management fee”—payable to a London firm run by
Edmonds and Groves. The pair had agreed to buy the two clinics at a
price based on their profits. Now the extra charges had all but wiped
out their income: for two hospitals together, Edmonds and Groves
were offering just $28,000.
“This is going to look ridiculous!!” wrote Solanki to the duo and
their lawyer, Philip Enoch, on 21 April 2010. “The legal cost will be
more than the fucking transaction.”
Soon after, Ana noticed she was being followed. When she left the
house to take her 10-year-old daughter to school, white men in dark
glasses would be waiting in a car outside, she said in an interview
with Global Witness.
“I thought maybe I was becoming paranoid so I would change and
go on some very funny routes and then they were still following me,”
she said. “It was very obvious.”
It was all too much for Vivek Solanki and in July 2010 he quit African Medical after an anonymous caller told him he would “end up in
a box” and that his family would be “raped by Angolans”, according
to his resignation letter.

Ex-mercenary Sailor van Schalkwyk filed a picture of van Niekerk in a handwritten dossier headed ‘target’.
©Global Witness
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‘ARMED INVASION’
Days later, on 16 July, Ana and her sister were alone in the family’s
Johannesburg home when eight armed policemen arrived without
a warrant, pointed guns at her and ransacked the house. Like the
police who seized van Niekerk’s computer, they were accompanied
by employees of Edmonds and Groves: two men she recognised
from African Medical Investments.
When the police failed to find what they were looking for, they
shouted at her in Afrikaans, a language she doesn’t speak. One
officer vented his frustration by kicking a gym ball into the swimming pool, she said in a signed affidavit seen by Global Witness.
“I was very frightened,” she said. “I started shivering and feeling
weak from the shock of the armed invasion.”
By the time they left after three fruitless hours, the policemen
and African Medical men were laughing together and slapping
each other on the back.
A month later, a warrant for Vivek Solanki’s arrest was issued in
South Africa (it was later cancelled) and African Medical commissioned reports by accountants Deloitte and PwC. A draft copy of
PwC’s report seen by Global Witness says that Solanki creamed off
hundreds of thousands of dollars from African Medical’s Zimbabwe business—allegations he denies.

‘HORROR-SCOPE’
Fearing for his life, Solanki left South Africa in August to hide out
with Ana’s family in Serbia for ten months, later beginning a court
battle to try to win back African Medical. Meanwhile, the threats
continued:
“Your horror-scope for today is ‘sleep with one eye open’,” said
one late-night text message from a Zimbabwean number the
Solankis didn’t recognise, Ana told Global Witness.
Then Wayne Stoltz—the man who hired Sailor van Schalkwyk
and sent the hacking emails to van Niekerk—started leaving

messages on Ana’s Facebook page: “Yo Doc Solanki, your time in
the cells are coming.” (Stoltz’s own Facebook timeline contains
a catalogue of sexist jokes. He likes John Grisham novels and
Hannibal Lecter.)
Ana complained to the police. In 2013 she received a reply.
“We’ve got Wayne Stoltz, you have to come and identify him,” said
an email from an officer at Kempton Park police station in Johannesburg, she recalls. Her husband flew in from Zimbabwe. Arriving
at the station around 4pm, the Solankis were shown into an office
and told to wait.
After some time, a door opened and Stoltz appeared. Instead of
being given the chance to identify him, the Solankis themselves
were locked up. They spent the night in the cells and were released
the next morning.
“I drew him back to the country on the auspices of laying charges,” Stoltz told Global Witness, saying Groves hired him to investigate Solanki. “I didn’t let anyone know that we had a warrant of
arrest for him.”
In a letter to Global Witness, Edmonds and Groves didn’t respond
to allegations of hacking and bugging. Edmonds would “never
countenance” intimidation, they said. They didn’t comment on
Sable’s relationship with Stoltz or van Schalkwyk. It wouldn’t be
appropriate to give weight to testimony from “disaffected parties,
including any allegations of intimidation, as they clearly have questionable motives”, they said.
Heine van Niekerk eventually put his confrontation with Edmonds
and Groves behind him, winning a case for wrongful dismissal and
striking a deal with Sable to buy Delta Mining back.
For Ana Solanki, six years after the fight over African Medical
began, the fear remains.
“I’m waiting for somebody to attack me,” she said. “I believe
somebody will try to kill me and Vivek. I deeply believe in that.”

Phil Edmonds
©Chris Harris/The Times
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NOT
CRICKET
Edmonds and Groves’ scams worked because no one was watching: regulators
didn’t scrutinise, lawyers didn’t probe, accountants didn’t ask. Gaping holes in
the financial system let them hide their bribes and deceptions in plain sight.

“I just don’t think it matters that much whether you win or lose,”
Phil Edmonds told his biographer as his international sporting career drew to a close. “I really do believe and always have believed
that it is more important to play a good game of cricket than
to win.”
Somewhere down the line, that belief changed. A decade after
playing his last first-class match in 1992, the England spinner had
fallen in with Andrew Groves. It became a partnership in which
money was everything and fair play counted for little.
On 8 April this year, Global Witness wrote to Edmonds and Groves
with over 60 questions on the allegations in this report. In reply,
they told us our approach was “both obnoxious and morally abhorrent”, calling it a “denigration of honest efforts and attempts to
build real, lasting, and productive businesses”.
On the day he sent that letter, Edmonds resigned as chairman
of Agriterra, the scandal-ridden company he founded with Groves
in 2005 under the name White Nile. He had left Sable Mining in
2014 due to health problems and has now stepped down from his
Alternative Investment Market-listed ventures. He is still a director
of African Management Services, which administers the listed companies and from which he earns fees.
“He is no longer willing to put himself in the public eye and expose himself, his family and his reputation to the whims of parties
whose motivation appears to be to find controversy where none
exists,” read the letter.
In reality, it is an almost total of lack of scrutiny that allowed Edmonds and Groves to carry on duping investors for so long. At AIM,
where the pair launched nine companies together, the regulatory
system is barely functional. The Nominated Advisers attached to
each company are supposed to report any serious misconduct.
They rarely do. That’s because they take their fees from the companies they are supposed to police, and often act as their brokers.
Coupled with an international financial system that makes it
child’s play to stash suspect money in anonymously owned offshore companies, AIM’s weaknesses create a near-perfect environment for scams.
“AIM’s lack of transparency means there is a black hole at the
heart of the regulatory system,” says Tricia Feeney, Executive
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AIM’s lack of transparency means
there is a black hole at the heart of
the regulatory system

Director of RAID, a campaign group that has reported on controversies surrounding the Edmonds and Groves mining company Camec.
And there a more flaws in the system. Each Edmonds-Groves company was audited by accountants bound to observe strict codes. But
while auditors are required to sign off on the probity of accounts,
they rely on what directors tell them. They have no obligation to
probe further—for example by asking who really owns an opaque
company registered in the British Virgin Islands.
Lawyers should be obliged to ensure that their clients act with
probity. In this case it was the lawyer—Philip Enoch of leading City
law firm Salans—who enabled their frauds by setting up the companies and structures they relied on.
Far from being a handicap, Edmonds’ cricketing fame was
fundamental to his success in attracting investment. Meanwhile, he
was able to keep the reality of his business with Groves—conning
investors, serial bribery and dirty tricks including hacking—
in the shadows.
Although a dossier on fraud and corruption allegations at African
Medical Investments and Sable Mining was submitted to the Serious
Fraud Office in 2013, no action appears to have been taken. In their
response to Global Witness, Edmonds and Groves asked how it
could be suggested that they established high-profile businesses
and raised millions on public markets “simply to inflate values and
siphon off cash, when at all times they have been
subject to regular scrutiny and review from external auditors,
advisers and regulators”.
Edmonds and Groves’ investors may now be asking themselves
the same question.

I always have believed that it is more
important to play a good game of
cricket than to win

© Patrick Eagar/Popperfoto
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HOW GLOBAL WITNESS REPORTED

THE
DECEIVERS

Global Witness first ran across Edmonds and Groves in 2012 as
we probed huge mining deals involving Dan Gertler, a friend of
Congo’s president.
Edmonds and Groves only played a bit-part in that story—their
company Camec lost out in a bitter fight for some of Congo’s prime
copper assets. But their ties to Gertler, Zimbabwean dictator Robert
Mugabe and Billy Rautenbach, a fugitive wanted in South Africa for
fraud, were enough to get our attention.
In mid-2013 we started receiving anonymous emails with tantalising new clues to stock market scams, bribery and intimidation.
In spare moments, we started picking through regulatory filings for
Camec, Sable Mining and the other companies that Edmonds and
Groves listed on London’s AIM exchange. Something didn’t seem
quite right. At first, we couldn’t figure out what.
Gradually we made contact with sources and set about verifying the information. The trickle of leaked emails and documents
became a torrent.
Then things got complicated. Beny Steinmetz Group Resources—
another company Global Witness has investigated, in this case for a
huge corruption scandal in Guinea—had got hold of a small portion
of the leaked material.
BSGR had paid bribes to win a massive iron ore concession,
Simandou, during Guinea’s dictatorship. Now Alpha Condé, the nation’s first democratically elected leader, had revoked their permit
after an investigation. BSGR wanted to portray Condé as corrupt as
part of an attempt to win Simandou back.
Journalists began receiving a package of emails containing
messages apparently exchanged by Sable during Condé’s election
campaign. They weren‘t the original electronic files but poor-quality
photocopies—extremely difficult to verify.
“We suspect some of these emails may have been doctored
to make a story,” a Guinean government spokesman told
Global Witness.
At least one attempt to publish them resulted in embarrassment.
In December 2014, The Sunday Times had to retract a story called
‘How Edmonds spun his way into Guinea’ and issue a correction
after it cited one of the emails circulated by BSGR. “Alpha Condé
paid,” the message reads. The London paper mistook it as evidence
of a pay-off to the president during his candidacy.
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The reference was actually to Alpha Mohammed Condé, his son.
(Sable later told the news publication Africa Confidential that Alpha
Mohammed had done legitimate work for the company, preparing a
document about possible mining opportunities in Guinea.)
From Sable’s reply to questions from Global Witness, it seems the
company thought we were relying on the BSGR emails too.
“Regarding your allegations concerning business practices in
Guinea, we have had sight of the documentation on which you incorrectly base your understanding and are aware of the source,” they
wrote to us on 22 April 2016.
That wasn’t the case. In a year-long investigation, Global Witness
uncovered much larger caches of emails shown to us by several
independent sources. We saw them in their original electronic
form, which meant we could add another layer of authentication by
analysing the metadata—IP addresses buried in electronic messages
that track the route between sender and recipient.
And Guinea was just one element in the Edmonds-Groves story.
Global Witness also found evidence of serial bribery in Liberia,
hacking and intimidation in South Africa and stock exchange scams
in London.
Edmonds and Groves told us that those allegations were based on
testimony “from discredited, disaffected and biased former business
associates”, accepted as fact without due investigation.
That wasn’t the case either. It’s true that there was no shortage of
disaffected people to talk to. But Global Witness spent a year cutting
through the acrimony, trawling hundreds of emails, leaked documents, stock exchange announcements, court records and corporate
filings—checking them against each other to pin down the facts.
We travelled to Liberia and South Africa, interviewing dozens of
sources. Back in London, we spent long hours consulting top international lawyers to understand how Edmonds and Groves’ scams
were covered by the law, and a forensic accountant on
market regulations.
Before publishing, we sent detailed questions to every person
implicated by allegations raised in the report. Their responses are
included throughout our publication.
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